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Session Outline

• Introduction to testing

•Guidelines for writing multiple-choice items

•Evaluating multiple-choice tests

•Examples of Test Reports



Testing “Theory”
A test is only a sample of student behaviors that can 
be measured.

The sample is a small portion of the “behavior 
universe” that can be measured.



Implications?
Only some information can be tested, practically speaking.

Question choice or strategy
•Key areas
•Potential difficulty for students
•Verifying information communicated by teacher
•Other?



Broad Item Types
Selects Response 
• Multiple Choice 
• True False
• Matching
• Keyed 

Generates Response
• Written response items
• Short answer
• Completion
• Essay



Principles for Choosing Test 
Item Types

Cognitive complexity
Targeted learning outcome
Testing constraints and opportunities
Test “authenticity”





Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive 
Objectives (1956

Bloom's taxonomy is a way to categorize questions
Knowledge

Comprehension
Application

Analysis
Synthesis 
Evaluation



Revising and Extending the 
“Taxonomy” Concept

Knowledge
Comprehension

Application
Analysis

Synthesis 
Evaluation



Recommendations for Using Taxonomy

• Match learning outcomes to professional 
competencies

• Emphasize higher-order cognition (at least the 
application level)

• Mastery of lower-order cognition before higher-order
• Essential tool for planning courses and curricula





Table of Specifications, or Test Blueprint Example





Advantages of Multiple Choice Questions

• Versatility (with limits)
• Reliability  (consistency, guessing, objectively scored)
• Validity  (measures what is supposed to measure)



Writing Multiple Choice Questions



The Stem: Define the Problem

• Meaningful (presents a definite problem focused on learning 
outcome)

• Irrelevant material (decreases reliability and validity)
• Avoid negative phrasing
• Write a question or a partial sentence
• Avoid an incomplete statement (never leave a blank in the middle or 

beginning of the stem; never use more than one blank in the stem
• Make the stem as short as possible
• Don’t use the word “may” in the stem



The Stem



The Stem



The Stem



The Stem



Writing Alternatives (Response Options)

• Every option should be a logical or plausible response to the “problem” posed 
in the stem

• Use common errors as distractors
• All options should be clearly and concisely
• Don’t use “always,” “never,” “none of the above,” or “all of the above” in the 

options
• Options should be similar in length
• Place options in a logical or numerical order
• Don’t use overlapping options (mutually exclusive)



Writing Alternatives (Response Options)

• Randomize the correct answer position
• Don’t be wordy
• Don’t use opposites in the options
• Use specific or technical terms in more than just one option



The Response Alternatives



The Response Alternatives



Multiple Choice Items

• Avoid Giving Cues to the Correct or Incorrect Answer
• Avoid verbal associations (“clang”) between the stem and the correct option 

(that is, make a choice stand out)
• Avoid implausible options
• Don’t use “cute” or humorous answers
• Avoid grammatical cues
• Similar in length
• Parallel in form



Take Home Messages

• Match test items to learning outcomes – by design

• Use the appropriate test item to measure the learning outcome

• Follow item-writing guidelines for technically correct items

• Discard or revise poor-quality items

• Do not use poor-quality items before calculating test scores

• Use test item data to diagnose learning problems



Summary

• Use taxonomies of educational objectives to structure learning experiences 
and “raise” the bar (high expectations)

• Emphasize what the learner will do, rather that what you will do as a teacher 
(active learning)

• Focus on learners’ behaviors, not internal processes, e.g., “understand,” 
“comprehend” (active learning)

• Maximize the cognitive level for learning outcomes (high expectations)

• Consider incorporating psychomotor and affective objectives into instruction 
(respect diverse talents and ways of learning)
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